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Employment Relations Authority: Four Cases
1
Unlawful suspension and unpaid wages
Mr Taputoro claimed that he was constructively dismissed by an ambulance
company, Healthcare Horizons Limited (Horizons).
In July 2018, Mr Taputoro raised concerns with Mr Coursey, a shareholder and
director of Horizons, regarding not receiving full payment of wages for
approximately five weeks. Mr Coursey advised him that this was due to Horizons
Error! Bookmark not defined.
facing financial difficulty and purported to reply upon a clause in the employment
agreement that ‘temporarily released’ Horizons from its obligations to pay
Error! Bookmark not defined.
wages. Mr Taputoro disputed the legality of that clause. Mr Taputoro also raised
concerns about excessive work hours, hours that had been unilaterally changed
by Horizons and not being compensated for being on-call. Mr Coursey advised
there was no such compensation as Horizons could not afford it.
9
In August 2018, Mr Taputoro raised further concerns about late breaks when
driving the Christchurch hospital shuttle. Mr Coursey advised that the schedule
was set by Canterbury District Health Board (CDHB), and that CDHB were
10
looking into the matter. As Mr Taputoro was not satisfied with this response, he
10
made inquiries with CDHB staff about the situation. On 22 August 2018, Mr
10
Coursey asked Mr Taputoro about these inquires, he requested that he refrain
from making further inquiries and proceeded to suspend Mr Taputoro.
Mr Coursey invited Mr Taputoro to a disciplinary meeting the following day,
without any details of Mr Taputoro’s alleged conduct of concern. The disciplinary
meeting did very little beyond further articulating the allegations and a refusal by
Horizon to deal with any of Mr Taputoro’s concerns. With no income and no
prospect of his suspension being lifted, Mr Taputoro formed the view that he had
no choice but to resign from his employment with Horizons. At the time of his
resignation, Mr Taputoro was owed $12,544 in unpaid wages, annual leave, sick
leave and public holiday pay. At a meeting on 10 October 2018, Horizons
accepted this amount was owed and paid it in two instalments.
The Authority found that Mr Taputoro was constructively dismissed by Horizons
due to a serious breach of duty, which completely repudiated his employment.
This was in relation to a failure to pay wages, holiday pay, sick pay and public
holiday pay, unlawful deprivation and retention of wages, unlawful suspension,
failure to properly particularise allegations of misconduct, failure to investigate
allegations of misconduct, and a failure to rescind an unlawful suspension.
Horizons was ordered to pay Mr Taputoro $13,586.40 as reimbursement for lost
wages. The Authority accepted that Mr Taputoro felt degraded, demeaned and
diminished as a result of the constructive dismissal, his evidence was
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supported by another witness. On this basis, the Authority ordered Horizons to pay Mr Taputoro $20,000
compensation under section 123(1)(c)(i) of the Employment Relations Act 2000 (the Act). Horizons was also
ordered to pay $4500 in contribution to Mr Taputoro’s legal costs and $71 reimbursement for the Authority’s
filing fee.
Taputoro v Healthcare Horizons Limited [[2020] NZERA 29; 24/1/2020; A Dallas]

Peaceful protest lead to dismissal
Ms Waitoa claimed that she was unjustifiably dismissed by the Chief Executive of the Ministry of Social
Development (MSD). MSD accepted that it dismissed Ms Waitoa and believed it could justify its decision in doing
so.
Ms Waitoa was employed by MSD in May 2007. She was initially a casual employee before commencing a
series of fixed term arrangements in October 2008. Due to witnessing dissatisfactory things Ms Waitoa applied
for and received a night shift appointment in November 2012. Ms Waitoa was then a permanent employee.
Ms Waitoa complained that she witnessed and reported various issues, but was frequently dissatisfied with
MSD’s response. One issue raised was regarding the deficiencies in risk management and incident reporting.
Ms Waitoa stated that her views influenced her behavior during the event which led to her dismissal.
The process to the dismissal began on 19 April 2015. Ms Waitoa stated that on that day she was completing the
daily risk schedule and saw a youth had received head injuries from an incident where he appeared to invite staff
to have a fight. Ms Waitoa said she interpreted paperwork as indicting two staff used force in response to a
verbal threat in contravention of applicable protocols.
Ms Waitoa said that she had serious concerns for the wellbeing of the youth as he had a suspected concussion.
Staff were expected to check on him every five minutes, this raised two potential issues. The first was that night
staff training was inadequate and the second was why the youth had not been sent for a concussion test. Ms
Waitoa stated “This was the straw that broke the camel’s back for me as I had raised previous concerns about
the treatment of the youth and this had gone too far.”
On 21 April 2015 Ms Waitoa spoke to the Residence Manager, Mr Kuiti at 3:00pm, Mr Kuiti, which started out
well then degenerated. Mr Kuiti advised she could raise a complaint if she wished, but refused to tell her how
when asked. Mr Kuiti declined that he refused to tell Ms Waitoa how to complain. Mr Kuiti asked Ms Waitoa to
leave the office to which she replied “no I’m not going anywhere,” that it was a peaceful protest. Another
employee entered Mr Kuiti’s office and Ms Waitoa was then asked for a second time to leave. Ms Waitoa refused
and said that she would need to be carried out. This resulted in two team leaders talking to Ms Waitoa about
work practices.
Mr Kuiti stated in response to the concerns with the youth that in his view it had been properly handled. It should
be noted that a subsequent external investigation by the Office of the Children’s Commissioner supported that
contention and also found an injury sustained by the youth was accidental.
Mr Kuiti stated that should Ms Waitoa refuse to leave he was to call the Police. Mr Kuiti also contacted Ms
Waitoa’s sister who arrived at 6:00pm. The Police arrived around 6:30pm. Ms Waitoa was subsequently
trespassed. She was also the subject of disciplinary action and was invited to attend a disciplinary meeting on 6
May 2015.
In her statement of problem Ms Waitoa said that during the meeting she explained why she had a peaceful
protest in relation to her employment concerns. She said that she had genuine concerns relating to the safety
and well-being of young people in the residences. Ms Waitoa was dismissed on 19 June 2019 as a result of a
disciplinary process.
Ms Waitoa claims that it was a “biased investigation and the her dismissal only serves to suppress the systemic
failing of the organisation; failings that are placing New Zealand’s most vulnerable children at further risk.”
Ms Waitoa offered little evidence in support of her concerns, other than the April 2015 incident specifics were not
discussed or evidenced though that was deemed not surprising given the focus was on the dismissal that
2
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emanated from that event. With regard to MSD’s conduct, the Employment Relations Authority (the Authority)
looked to the proper Authority, the Office of Children’s Commissioner (the OCC). The OCC had found that in the
circumstances a physical intervention had been appropriate and the restraint was carried out in accordance with
MSD’s policies and procedures. The Authority stated that there were more appropriate channels Ms Waitoa
could have addressed her concerns to.
Ms Waitoa was dismissed for repeatedly and deliberately refusing to carry out a lawful and reasonable
instruction given by Mr Kuiti. The only argument was that the dismissal was too severe a consequence and not
open to a fair and reasonable employer. The question is whether or not the employer could reasonably conclude
the breach was serious.
Reasons as to why MSD deemed this to be serious were that Ms Waitoa’s action created an environment where
the care and protection for young people was compromised as she was in the office for a considerable amount
of time which diverted staff members’ attention. MSD stated that Ms Waitoa’s actions created “too many risks.”
The Authority found MSD considered the situation and reached a conclusion with regards to the severity of the
breach. The process MSD followed included a thorough invitation letter, followed by the opportunity for Ms
Waitoa to comment comprehensively during the investigatory meeting. A further comprehensive report was
presented with two subsequent disciplinary meetings to which Ms Waitoa had representation.
MSD approached the decision with an open mind. MSD sought advice about evidence and considered
alternatives before reaching the decision of dismissal. MSD established the decision to dismiss was one open to
a fair and reasonable employer in the circumstances. Ms Waitoa’s claim failed. Costs were reserved.
Waitoa v The Chief Executive of the Ministry of Social Development [[2020] NZERA 51; 04/02/2020; M B
Loftus]

Missing money led to dismissal
Ms Henderson worked for the Southern District Health Board (SDHB) at the Southland Hospital from 2002. Ms
Henderson’s role changed over time and in 2018 her position was Admin Support. Ms Henderson had the
responsibility of managing accommodation provided by the hospital for staff, locums and students on placement.
In February 2018, a member of the SDHB Human Resources team at the hospital became aware that Ms
Henderson had received a payment in cash for short term accommodation provided to an employee. Further
inquiries by members of the SDHB Human Resources team in March 2018 indicated that the cash payment
could not be accounted for by the hospital’s finance team.
As a result of this the SDHB commenced a disciplinary process with Ms Henderson. The SDHB were concerned
that cash received by Ms Henderson might not have been processed, which could amount to a breach of the
SDHB Code of Conduct and be serious misconduct.
SDHB decided that the cash was missing and had not been banked, and that Ms Henderson had not followed
cash handling procedures. Ms Henderson’s responses throughout the process had been incorrect and
misleading. The SDHB concluded that this amounted to breaches of their Code of Conduct, was serious
misconduct and that they had lost trust and confidence in Ms Henderson. Ms Henderson was dismissed.
Ms Henderson claimed that the decision to suspend was flawed, and that her dismissal was not substantively
justified, the process which led to her dismissal was not carried out in a fair manner.
On 6 March 2018, Ms Henderson’s manager, Ms Fleming and a member of the SDHB Human Resources team,
Ms McLennan, came to Ms Henderson’s office. They informed their awareness of financial discrepancies and
that they were investigating. Ms McLennan asked for Ms Henderson’s work keys and swipe card and told Ms
Henderson that she needed to leave work.
Ms Henderson thought she was suspended as a result of the conversation, not that she had to return to work
later that day to discuss the possibility of suspension. SDHB stated that by asking Ms Henderson to leave, they
intended to allow her to get legal advice prior to the meeting later that day to discuss possible suspension. SDHB
stated that there had been a miscommunication regarding the suspension, and as the meeting never took place
3
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to discuss suspension, they wanted to reschedule. Ms Henderson refused as she believed she had already been
suspended.
The suspension caused a disadvantage to Ms Henderson’s employment. The Employment Relations Authority
(the Authority) decided that the communication had amounted to a suspension. SDHB essentially decided that it
was going to suspend and that any subsequent discussion was moot. Ms Henderson was suspended without
being given the opportunity to comment. The Authority concluded that SDHB should have consulted with Ms
Henderson prior to making its decision to suspend.
SDHB investigated the missing money and found four other accommodation agreements that were paid by cash.
A look into Ms Henderson’s emails found 74 emails in which Ms Henderson had referred to cash payments
being made for accommodation. SDHB had disciplinary meetings with the opportunity for Ms Henderson to
respond to the allegation. A third disciplinary meeting was held including concerns that had been investigated as
they came to light in the disciplinary process.
The Authority was satisfied that SDHB carried out a full and complete investigation into the concerns it had about
Ms Henderson receiving cash for accommodation. The Authority was satisfied that SDHB explained its
concerns, provided relevant information and explained the consequences of adverse findings to Ms Henderson.
SDHB was found to have acted as a fair and reasonable employer would act in these circumstances.
Ms Henderson was awarded $6,500 compensation in relation to the suspension for her claim of unjustified
action. Her claim of unjustified dismissal was dismissed.
Henderson v Southern District Health Board [[2020] NZERA 73; 19/02/2020; P van Keulen]
Cost determination
A determination from the Authority dated 6 December 2019 found that Mr Maheta was not unjustifiably
dismissed or unjustifiably disadvantaged from his employment with Airbus Express Limited (SkyBus). Costs
were reserved for the parties to settle the issues themselves however this was not able to be done. Both parties
have filed submissions in respect of costs.
Mr Lapthorne, on behalf of SkyBus sought a full reimbursement of $30,710 plus GST. Mr Maheta submitted that
a modest award of cost was more appropriate.
A one and a half day investigation meeting took place. The first meeting was held on 23 June 2019 and was
adjourned at Mr Mahetas request as he intended to obtain forensic evidence of SkyBus’s CCTV footage. The
second meeting took place on 11 November 2019 for a full day’s investigation.
SkyBus submitted the amount is reasonable in light of the issues in the case and the time required to prepare
the hearing. SkyBus submitted that Mr Maheta’s conduct justifies an uplift in the daily tariff. Mr Maheta
adjourned the first meeting, but did not obtain further footage as he advised he would do so. The delay in the
matter was some four months and SkyBus incurred unnecessary legal costs in preparation of a second
investigation meeting. Mr Maheta instructed five different representatives, which required SkyBus to respond to
repeated requests.
A Calderbank Offer was made by SkyBus prior to 23 June 2019. This provided that Mr Maheta accept its offer
on a full and final basis and discontinue his claim to the Authority. SkyBus would pay him $1,500. The
Settlement Offer would be paid within 21 days of the settlement being certified by a mediator from Ministry of
Business Innovation and Employment (MBIE), and would be entered into without any admission of liability or
fault on either party. The offer was open for acceptance by 19 July 2019, but Mr Maheta rejected this.
Mr Maheta submitted that costs should be awarded at a modest level. SkyBus refused to participate further
mediation following the Statement of Problem. The number of representatives should not have affected
increasing costs. The investigation meeting was adjourned and therefore should only incur a day and a half of
investigation meeting time. The time given to consider the Calderbank Offer was too short and insufficient to
allow due considerations and SkyBus failed to make requested documents available to him.
Mr Maheta suggested that the starting point of $4,500 for a one day investigation meeting should be reduced to
reflect these factors and his personal financial circumstances. It is a principle set out in PBO Limited v Da Cruz
4
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that costs are not to be used as a punishment. Mr Maheta claimed that the time allowed to consider the
Calderbank Offer was too short. The Authority accepted that it was a short time, however it was sufficient time
for Mr Maheta to consider it. The Calderbank Offer is a consideration in determining the appropriate level of
costs.
The Authority weighed all the circumstances. A daily tariff for a day and a half equates to $6,750. SkyBus is
seeking $30,710 plus GST. Mr Maheta submitted that nominal costs award is appropriate. He is currently
employed and his wife has part time employment and they are partially supported by their daughter’s earnings.
Their combined income covers most of the family regular outgoings, however Mr Maheta submits that his
personal financial position is very stressful and he is struggling to cover expenses. He provided a payslip and a
breakdown of his monthly expenses.
SkyBus is entitled to an award of costs in excess of the normal tariff, this is a matter that is appropriated for the
Authority to use its discretion to make an award and recognise the financial hardship making an award of costs
at the level submitted by SkyBus would mean for Mr Maheta.
Mr Maheta is ordered to pay SkyBus the sum of $10,000. SkyBus may allow Mr Maheta to make payment by
instalments. Leave is reserved for the parties to revert to the Authority for future orders if such arrangements are
agreed and not adhered to.
Maheta v Airbus Express Limited [[2020] ERA 52; 05/02/2020; E Robinson]

For further information about the issues raised in this week’s cases, please refer to the following resources:
Suspension
Discipline
Holidays Act

Employer News
Push the ‘go’ button on infrastructure plans
The EMA is joining the call for Government and councils to push ahead and fast-track critical infrastructure
projects throughout the upper North Island.
The EMA is joining the call for Government and councils to push ahead and fast-track critical infrastructure
projects throughout the upper North Island.
“The Government included several major projects across our region in its recent $12 billion infrastructure
announcements and with the massive impact of Covid-19, now would be a great time to get creative with
legislative constraints and push ahead with these projects,” says EMA CEO Brett O’Riley.
“Trialling a fast-tracked, co-operative process between local and central government like the Christchurch,
Kaikoura and Viaduct Edge responses would be timely.”
“Projects such as the Mill Rd extension in South Auckland, Penlink to the North of Auckland, the road corridor
north out of Tauranga towards Katikati and the road south from Whangarei to Marsden Point could all be fasttracked to provide a critical economic stimulus in those regions.
“It would also be great to see funding and support delivered quickly to those regional growth projects recently
announced for Whakatane, Opotiki, Kawerau and the extension of Taupo airport,” he says.
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Mr O’Riley also recommended an immediate start to Auckland’s third main rail line and the rail improvements
from Auckland to Whangarei.
“Both are scheduled to start fairly quickly anyway but efforts should be made to resource up and get them
underway along with the electrification project on the rail line from Papakura to Pukekohe.”
“The EMA also understands a decision has been made on the location of the new floating dry dock. If that’s the
case we’d urge the government to make the announcement rather than sit on it. Making those decisions and
getting them out to the regions provides not just an economic boost, but a huge boost in confidence for those
living, working or looking to invest in those regions.”
Mr O’Riley also urged local councils throughout the region to look at ways they could assist businesses
struggling to survive.
“We’re already see significant sized businesses closing in centres like Rotorua and others coming under
extreme pressure. The government has already come to the party with tax relief measures and perhaps our
local government counterparts could follow suit.”
Mr O’Riley suggested measures such as withdrawing penalty payments on rates and fines, free parking in the
central city areas at weekends to try and attract people back into the area and reductions or withdrawals of
targeted taxes such as Auckland’s accommodation tax or the targeted central city rates.
“The accommodation sector is under real pressure, as are the food beverage sectors. Measures like these
would show support to these and other sectors and ease that pressure on our businesses.”
EMA [20 March 2020]

Temporary measures would solve hand sanitiser shortage
A temporary reversal of a 2017 regulatory change would enable New Zealand manufacturers of hand sanitiser
to end a 12-week delay in meeting retailer demands created by the COVID-19 virus.
Cosmetics New Zealand and the EMA say a short-term reversal of the 2017 changes to Hazardous Substances
regulations would see the current 10-12 week delay in meeting orders cleared within a week.
“There is unprecedented demand in these unprecedented times and a simple, temporary relaxation of regulation
would enable manufacturers to meet the huge call New Zealanders are putting on supplies of hand sanitiser – a
critical ingredient in helping prevent the spread of the Covid-19 virus,” says EMA Chief Executive Brett O’Riley.
“Our manufacturers still have the capacity in place to return to pre-2017 production levels in a very short period
of time and that would enable us to meet the current massive demand for hand sanitiser in New Zealand,” says
Cosmetics New Zealand’s Executive Director Garth Wyllie.
Cosmetics NZ says large grocery retailers are requesting supplies of up to 600,000 bottles of sanitiser but
manufacturers are currently restricted to producing just 4,000 - 8,000 bottles per day.
“Prior to 2017 we could manufacture in 1,000 litre vessels but this was reduced to just 30 litres at a time. With a
temporary exemption, and close monitoring by the regulators, we could supply these orders in a week and not
10-12 weeks,” says Mr Wyllie
“If an exemption is granted we would work with regulators and Worksafe to make sure we do everything
possible to reduce risk. We would also ensure products are sold at their normal selling price.”
EMA [20 March 2020]
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EMA Supports Government to help businesses
The EMA says its members will be delighted to hear of immediate relief offered through the Government’s $12.1
billion business continuity package announced this afternoon.
The EMA says its members will be delighted to hear of immediate relief offered through the Government’s $12.1
billion business continuity package announced this afternoon.
Chief Executive Brett O’Riley says as a first stage the package, at 4 per cent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP),
is impressive and will significantly help with business confidence and cohesion in the short term.
“We’ve been engaged with officials providing input into this over the last few weeks and it looks like they’ve
really been listening,” he says.
In particular, $5.1 billion in wage subsidies and the leave payment scheme for all kinds of workers will be most
valuable for the EMA’s 7000 member businesses from Taupo north.
“We know many of our members are operating on small margins and facing some hard calls around downsizing,
and this will help delay those decisions until the situation becomes clearer,” says Mr O’Riley.
“Our AdviceLine has been running red hot over the last few weeks and the biggest issue has been around leave.
Employers certainly want to look after their people but it comes at a huge cost.”
Through the private Facebook group the EMA set up for its members and others in the Business NZ network, it
has seen businesses banding together and sharing information and knowledge.
“Nationwide it’s about keeping the economy going and businesses intact and what we’ve seen firsthand is them
collaborating to maximise the chances of everyone getting through this recession,” says Mr O’Riley.
In addition to its AdviceLine on 0800 300 362, the EMA is also happy to be helping support the Government’s
package by funnelling employers through to the MSD where they can apply for this help.
“We’re hoping that with positive signs such as China opening back up we’ll be on the other side of this when this
support runs out, but if now we’re happy to also be part of the solution for the second stage, including helping
those who were displaced get back into employment where they’re needed,” he says.
Employer application form
Self Employed/Contractor form

EMA [17 March 2020]

$12.1 billion support for New Zealanders and business


$500 million boost for health



$8.7 billion in support for businesses and jobs



$2.8 billion for income support and boosting consumer spending

Finance Minister Grant Robertson today outlined a $12.1 billion package to support New Zealanders and their
jobs from the global impact of COVID-19.
“This package is one of the largest in the world on a per capita basis. It represents 4.0% of GDP and is more
than the total of all three Budgets’ new operating spending in this term of Government put together.
7
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“The global economic impact of COVID-19 on New Zealand’s economy is going to be significant, so we are
acting now to soften that impact.
“Our first priority is the health and wellbeing of our people. The global spread of the virus has also disrupted
economies across the world costing the jobs and livelihoods of countless families.
“We don’t yet know what the full impact on New Zealand’s economy will be, however we do know it will cost us
jobs and have a significant impact on business. We are moving quickly to help people stay in work and reduce
the blow for business,” Grant Robertson says.
The $12.1 billion package includes:


Initial $500 million boost for health



$5.1 billion in wage subsidies for affected businesses in all sectors and regions, available from today



$126 million in COVID-19 leave and self-isolation support



$2.8 billion income support package for our most vulnerable, including a permanent $25 per week
benefit increase and a doubling of the Winter Energy Payment for 2020



$100 million redeployment package



$2.8 billion in business tax changes to free up cashflow, including a provisional tax threshold lift, the
reinstatement of building depreciation and writing off interest on the late payment of tax



$600 million initial aviation support package

This cash injection is on top of the $12 billion New Zealand Upgrade Programme that was announced in
January.
“I want to make it clear that this is not a one-off package, it is just the beginning. As we go through this crisis
towards economic recovery the Government will be constantly monitoring the situation and adjusting its
response. As with every action we have taken we will be constantly reviewing every measure to ensure it is
getting to the people and businesses that need it the most,” Grant Robertson said.
“We are actively discussing working capital support for small and medium businesses and tailor-made support
for larger and complex businesses.
“There are four guiding principles for our response. Any measures the Government takes must be timely, fiscally
sustainable, targeted to those who need it, and proportionate to the level of the economic shock.
“The investments we’re announcing today are possible because of our careful and responsible management of
the Government’s books.
“By running surpluses and keeping debt under control, New Zealand is in one of the strongest positions of any
country to respond strongly through our public health and economic stimulus packages,” Grant Robertson said.
NZ Government [17 March 2020]
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Legislation
Note: Bills go through several stages before becoming an Act of Parliament: Introduction; First reading;
Referral to select committee; Select committee report, Consideration of report; Committee stage; Second
reading; Third reading; and Royal assent.

Bills open for submissions: Twelve Bills
Twelve Bills are currently open for public submissions to select committees.
Residential Tenancies Amendment Bill (25 March 2020)
Financial Markets (Conduct of Institutions) Amendment Bill (26 March 2020)
Financial Market Infrastructures Bill (26 March 2020)
International treaty examination of the Amendment to the Rome Statute (the Starvation Amendment) together with the
National Interest Statement (26 March 2020)
Fair Trading Amendment Bill (27 March 2020)
Greater Christchurch Regeneration Amendment Bill (27 March 2020)
Smokefree Environments and Regulated Products (Vaping) Amendment Bill (1 April 2020)
New Zealand Public Health and Disability Amendment Bill (2 April 2020)
Inquiry into parliamentary scrutiny of confirmable instruments (3 April 2020)
Screen Industry Workers Bill (3 April 2020)
Local Government (Rating of Whenua Māori) Amendment Bill (17 April 2020)
Ahuriri Hapū Claims Settlement Bill (17 April 2020)
Overviews of bills - and advice on how to make a select committee submission - available at:
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/sc/make-a-submission/
Full text of bills available at: http://www.parliament.nz/en-nz/pb/legislation/bills
The Employer Bulletin is a weekly update on employment relations news and recently published legal decisions.
It is EMA’s policy to summarise cases that contain legal issues relevant to employers. The purpose of the
Employer Bulletin is to provide and to promote best practice in employment relations. If you would like to provide
feedback about the Employer Bulletin, contact advice@ema.co.nz
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